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The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) has
allowed the expansion of resources and possibilities
for architectural applications. In order to take even
more advantage of VRML, we developed an application
of virtual menus within VRML using Java Script as a
first step to the creation of a Synthetic Environment
Laboratory for architectural design.This paper briefly
presents the criteria used to define the menus, the
utilization of Visual Basic programming to allow the
addition of said virtual menus to any file with
extension *. wrl, specific examples of applicability of
the menus developed, and how they were inserted in
a methodological model of architectural design.
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1. Introduction
This paper has its base in the academic research field termed: “VRML aided
Interior Design”, and in Bustos’ work entitled: “ VRML Virtual Menu for
Interiors Design: the threshold to the Synthetic Environments Laboratory”.
These studies were focused in solving operative problems on the editing of
virtual objects managed under a VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language)
environment.These problems affect architects, interior designers, and
architecture students engaged in VRML aided architectural design,
particularly those who have no experience handling this software.
The operative problems to be addressed were related to handling and
manipulating objects, which are designed from the employer’s point of view,
specifically referred to light, position, colors, and 3D material representation.
At the same time an application methodology was developed for VRML
assisted architectural design, which was based on architectural design
traditional methods. This methodology was utilized during the model
construction where the virtual menu was immersed, inserted by means of
Visual Basic programming.

2. Brief History
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language has been designed to visualize threedimensional worlds in real time through the Internet, letting the user move
in three directions and rotating on three orientations. It also allows the
connection to other web sites or 3-D spaces through hyperlinks.
Some events precede the design of VRML, among the most important are:
1985. Jaron Larnier promoted the term “Virtual Reality,” based in the
synthetic environments concept of cyberspace by William Gibson. (The
Neuromancer, 1983)
1989. CERN Scientists and Tim Berners-Lee formulated the base of the WWW
supported on HTML.
MOSAIC was created in January 1993. It included graphic documents or
not-linked documents in the Internet, by means of the interactive language
of HTML.
The LABYRINTH was introduced in 1994. It was the origin of the VRML.
Preceding the creation of the LABYRINTH was the WWW-VRML, which
was the first VRML.
Mark Pesce and Tony Parisi introduced the first official version of VRML 1.0 ,
at the second conference of the WWW. [1]
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The evolution of VRML, since the version 1.0 until the version 97,
improves its interaction options, its capacity as a 3-D graphic modeler, and its
way to move into and out of built objects. During VRML’s evolution, internal
animations are included that allow the handling of individual objects as well
as its relations with other objects. It is important to emphasize that to do
this operation, it is necessary to program codes in the text file of VRML. [1]

3. Objectives
3.1. General Objective


To develop options of interactions and editions on a virtual
environment without immersion, using VRML and Java Script.

3.2. Specifics Objectives






To establish a methodological model of architectural design using
VRML, based in traditional design methods.
To design options to add interactions and a virtual menu, through
programming on VRML and Java Script.To achieve the visualization
and edition of a 3-D project from the VRML browser.
To generate a software which automatically includes the virtual menu
designed by any file with a WRL extension.
To apply such virtual menu in specific design projects given in the
architectural design studio at the University of Zulia School of
Architecture, and using a particular architectural design methodology.

4. Methodology
Step one:
This step defines the criteria and organization of the methodological model
of architectural design to be aided by VRML. It also includes the
development of applications using VRML and Java Script, with the objective
of improving interactive options. Accomplishing these goals means to:
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Develop the methodological scheme of VRML aided architectural design:
s
Define the methodological model’s criteria
s
Define the VRML aided design iterations:
j
Preliminary Phase: previous activities.
j
Phase 1. First design iteration using VRML.
j
Phase 2. Second design iteration using VRML.
j
Phase 3.Third design iteration using VRML.



Develop Virtual Menus:
s
Study applications of VRML to modify and edit the 3-D model
interactively.
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Design virtual menus by understanding VRML and Java Script
programming.
s

Step two:
This step involves the programming in Visual Basic of the addition of virtual
menus to any WRL file.This means to:



Program “Menuer” with Visual Basic.
Apply the methodological model of VRML aided architectural design
in a architectural design studio at the University of Zulia School of
Architecture.

5. RESULTS

.

5.1. Applying the Methodological Model.

Figure 1. Process proposed for
Architectural Design Aided with VRML.
[4]

The methodological model was established (a) using VRML during the
architectural design process; (b) taking the fundamentals of the theory
exposed by Uzcategui [2] [3], and (c) having an instrumental context that
contained all the necessary steps to execute the design process beginning
with the problem determination, as in the following scheme:
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During the design of the methodological model, the concepts of model,
method and process of design were differentiated, supported by the Dussel
theory [5] as follows:
Model is defined as a group of rules executed in a specific way in order to
achieve a design product, having base in the “Poietic Act” from Dussel. It
means the integration of art, science and technology, giving the opportunity
to include computing tools.
Method implies the norms that define the design process of the “Poietic
Act”. In the methodology, it should be clear that the parameters lead to the
“to know-how-to-make”, that conforms the habit acquired thanks to the
repetition of actions. In this case, general steps are established in the
architectural design process to execute the actions in the conceptual and
parametrical phase, which at same time, contains the following sub-phases:
1. Studying the site.
2. Programming.
3. Defining the criteria and concepts of design, using VR for each
moment of design to improve the parametric phase.
Process constitutes the detailed steps to achieve the design production.The
process unfolds through bi-directional paths, repeating actions like a cycle.
The process should be flexible, open, critical and creative.
The use of VRML in the methodological model is inserted in the nucleus
of the design act (implying art, science and technology integration), which
supports the concept and parametric phases [5]. In this process, the
interactions with VRML are very specific. It is dependent upon how the
design moments are progressing, generating a preliminary phase and three
basic iterations:
Preliminary Phase:
 Programming areas.
 Defining space relations and linking activities.
 Defining determinants and concepts of the design.
Phase 1: First design iteration using VRML.
 Establishing the criteria and concept of design:Visualization 1.
In this phase, the first design approach is defined while viewing and
modeling with VRML.
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Phase 2. Second design iteration using VRML.
 Defining the inclusion of the basic unities.
 Parametric drawing:Visualization 2.
This phase implies the visualization of the elements that form the space
with a major degree of precision.
Phase 3. Third design iteration using VRML.
 Editing the alternative choice.
 Establishing the illumination, colors, tours and viewpoints, using the
virtual menus.This methodology can explore the variables design,
evaluate, and enrich the project:Visualization 3.

.

5.2. Design of Virtual Menus using VRML.

Figure 2. Scheme of Virtual Menu’s
Interface structure. [6]

The menus are designed to execute the following actions: change of colors, scale,
rotation, position, transparencies and the ability to turn-off and turn-on lights.
The virtual menus interface design is produced in an effort to provide an
easy interaction and reading of the functions, without the menus
constituting an obstacle to view the model designed. For this reason the
first interface with virtual menus is a button that allows to “turn-on” or
“turn-off” all the menu options.
Once the menu is activated, the user select the object to transform;
then the menu show the options of modifying color, transparency, scale,
rotation, position and illumination.
The following scheme shows the virtual menus interface structure:
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The programming of the menus was done using Java in a Script node.
First, the objects were defined in the scene. Second, the menu’s buttons were
defined, and finally the actions were established through the script node.
The programming of the menus followed these steps:
1. Assigning a “touch sensor” to each object in the scene.
2. Defining moving sensor types “plane sensor” and “cylinder sensor” to
each object. In addition to the menu actions, this permits the rotation
and translation of each object by directly touching them.
3. Defining materials variables to each object drawn.The Script node is
used to make the menu interactions.
4. Defining the controls or buttons that constitute the virtual menu.
Type of fonts, size and alignment need to be previously determined.
5. Defining a material variable for each button.This variable is used in
the Script node.
6. Coupling a “touch sensor” to the buttons.
7. Coupling “events in” and simply associated variables to the
parameters from the objects showed in the scene. These variables
are changed in the Script node through the function called
“procesar” (i.e., processing)
8. Establishing the “selection function”, using matrices.
9. Making the Script node with Java Script.The main function of the
virtual menu is defined in this node. In addition, this step also includes
the outlining of the functional actions of the menus for each button.
10 . Defining a “proximity sensor” to limit menu button area of viewing,
as well as the “path” to execute this sensor.
11. Defining the “path” to execute each function established by the
“events in” of the objects.
12. Defining the “path” to execute each function established by the
“events in” of the buttons.
While making the menus, the most used applications from VRML 2.0 were:




Time Sensor: used to regulate the action cycles.
Touch Sensor: used to activate actions handling the mouse.
Moving Sensors: used to translate objects in a planar orientation, and
to rotate these objects in their own axis.

5.2.1. Interpolators:
The linear interpolation with VRML 2.0 is a mathematical concept that
allows the user to define two points on any dimension. Also, it lets the user
calculate the mid-point under the line that links each point.To accomplish
this, it is necessary to connect the distance of the percent between these
two points. [7]
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The VRML 2/0 has six kinds of interpolators; among the most used in
this project are the following:




Color Interpolator: used to interpolate colors.
Position Interpolator: used to determinate the objects locations.
Scale Interpolator: used to interpolate any kind of scale values.

5.3. Designing the software to add Virtual Menus to any *.wrl
file. Interface:“Menuer”

c

The software:“Menuer” was designed to apply the virtual menu programmed
using Visual Basic.This software was designed to execute the followings
actions: First, it loads the *.wrl file selected, second, it adds no more than eight
lights to the scene and no more than seven objects to be modified. Finally it
converts the simple file “wrl” adding the menu as a file “XX_MENUER.wrl”.
The programming focus of this software is the function “Convertir” (i.e.,
converting).
In this function the action to paste the menu to the file loaded is
executed.The function “Convertir” reads each line from the original file, and
adds in specific parts new line codes.
The “transforms” and “lights” selected are searched in the “Convertir”
function.They are renamed with a new code, which will be used in the
Script node.
Once the “transforms” of the objects are found, the programming lines are
inserted corresponding to each touch sensor and moving sensor from the
objects. Finally the file “Complemento” (complement) is used to add the script
and to declare the variables and events for each object and light selected.
Figure 3. Main window of the
software “Menuer”. Loading the file.
[6]
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5.4.Virtual Menus:Academic application.
For the experimentation on architectural design using our VRML software,
we studied the progress of 3 students (Eugenia Fuenmayor, Javier
Rivera and Dianela Mavarez) responding to the design problem (a Fire
Station building) given in the class Architectural Design Studio 1 and offered
at the University of Zulia School of Architecture.The design process made
use of VRML 3D models (including the virtual menu application) during all
phases and activities.
In Phase 1, students defined the design concept of the Fire Station
building on VRML by means of some single objects that illustrated the first
design idea and the site.
In Phase 2, users heavily interacted with the design.This meant to
visualize the inclusion of volumes, planes, lines and the void using VRML and
lead to the parametric phase.
In Phase 3, the focus was interior design. Here, the design work became
a lot more dependent in the use of the VRML virtual menus (“Menuer”)
since it permitted a more accurate work with color, transparency, scale,
position, objects lighting, and the interactive paths and animations.
The following images show the models made by the students in each
design phase:

5.4.1. Elective: Architectural Design Aided with VRML.
Virtual Reality applications constitute an enriched way to explore the 3-D
expression of architectural design. Accommodating the experimentation
with VR software during the conceptual moments of design as well as the
final realistic representation of the project are unique ways to improve
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Figure 4. Process: Designing a Fire
Department Building. Concept:
Energetic Fluids-Entropy.Author:
Eugenia Fuenmayor.

.

Figure 5. Process: Designing a Fire
Department Building. Concept: Space

m

Suctioned.Author: Javier Rivera.

architectural decision making. In our case, the inclusion of VR through VRML
during the design process is the first step to achieve the consolidation of
the Synthetic Environments Laboratory.

Figure 6. Process: Designing a Fire
Department Building. Concept:Agile
Connector. Author: Dianela Mavarez.

The elective class “VRML Aided Architectural Design Aided” is a course
proposed to execute the methodological model of design using VRML as
well as the options designed by the student without the necessity of
programming. This is accomplished by means of the virtual menu software
“Menuer”.This elective is offered as support to the architectural design
studio at each level of the curriculum.

6. Conclusions
The interaction potential of VRML in combination with the Java Script
language are an efficient way to build modification buttons which constitute
“virtual menus”.These menus make it easier the editing of architectural
projects in VRML. At the same time the user is visualizing the 3-D model,
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the virtual menus are helping them to make modifications of the project
directly from the browser and without necessity of programming.
As a result, the addition of virtual menus within VRML supporting the
editing, modification and interaction with a 3-D model, as well as the
inclusion of these menus to any WRL extension file without programming,
provide designers with a good and accessible option to use during the design
process. It also opens the possibility of applying the menus to immersive
virtual reality environments, using stereoscopic glasses and joysticks.
VRML constitutes a didactic assistant and an alternative to the teachinglearning process that will be evaluated on a forthcoming research project
comparing its results with traditional studios courses; especially when 3-D
visualization is necessary.
Using VRML as an aid to a methodological model of architectural design
represents a potential alternative to exploit and to explore the perception
systems of 3-D spaces.This research project is the first proposal of its kind
in Venezuela and begins a new research program.
Its application in the design studio is a first experience as well. Its apparent
success supports further utilization and testing of VRML as an important aid in
the teaching of architectural design: “Architecture is expressive. It shows that
it has been made by a human being and not by a machine. Architecture
humanizes the perception of space, makes it comfortable, inviting, warm, deep
and unique. It can be thought of as a feeling of someone’s presence behind the
Architectural Design. It is an expression of communication.This is what
human beings need...” Alberto-Tomás Estévez de la Escalera [8]
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